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Abstract
In this paper, we show a method to interact with
physically-based environments in a way which
guarantee their integrity whatever the mechani-
cal properties of the virtual interaction tool and
the control device. It consists in an extension
of the god-object concept. The interaction tools
are modeled as physical bodies which tend to
reach, if possible, the position maintained by the
user. Their behavior is computed via the dy-
namic laws of motion by the simulation engine,
as the other bodies in the scene. The cases of ar-
ticulated rigid bodies and deformable bodies are
studied. This mechanism also provides a unified
framework which allows the control of virtual
objects via devices providing force feedback or
not. Finally, some applications including virtual
surgery are shown to illustrate the effectiveness
of the approach.
Keywords: Physically-based Virtual Environ-
ments, Real-time Simulation, Computer Human
Interface, Medical Simulation, Force Feedback
Introduction
With the increasing computing power of modern
workstations, more and more applications resort
to physical simulation to animate virtual worlds.
Such applications include CAD, surgery simula-
tion and games. However, the interaction of the
user with a virtual environment still arises many
issues. Indeed, the user usually controls a virtual
tool (a virtual hand for instance) whose position
is often imposed whatever the geometry of the
virtual environment. In purely passive environ-
ments, it only leads to visually-annoying inter-
penetrations, which can be avoided by keeping
the virtual tool in a former non-colliding posi-
tion. In physically-based environments, the in-
terpenetration can lead to undesirable behaviors
of the simulated objects since the overlap is not
physically valid. What is more, the lack of phys-
ical behavior of the tool sometimes makes a task
hard to complete (see Fig. 5).
Such a problem can be addressed by using
haptic devices, which allow the control of the
position maintained by the user via a force feed-
back. However, this approach brings numerous
issues such as the frequency adaptation of the
simulation to the haptic devices... and, above
all, the cost of such devices. Another approach
to address the interaction problem is to use rela-
tive displacement devices such as a mouse. The
movement of the mouse is translated to a 3D
movement which is applied, if possible, to the
virtual tool. The interesting property of relative-
displacement devices is that their movement can
be ignored, if necessary.
At first look, the use of non-haptic absolute-
position devices should be avoided for
physically-based environments. However,
in some specific applications, the resort to
such devices is inescapable. For instance, the
simulation of a laparoscopy procedure requires
the use of tools (forceps, graspers, etc.) whose
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Figure 1: An non-haptic interface for la-
paroscopy simulation, built at the
Medical Technologies Institute, Lille.
absolute positions are measured and sent to the
simulation workstation (see Figure 1). In this
context, we also notice that the interaction tools
cannot be considered as a purely rigid objects.
Laparoscopy graspers obey the physics of artic-
ulated bodies. Endobags, endoscopes or certain
sensing tools exhibit deformations. The need of
a general method to handle complex interaction
tools in a physically-based environment has
therefore arisen.
In this paper, we show a device-independent
and unified framework to guarantee consistent
interactions with virtual worlds, no matter which
type of devices and which type of interaction
tools are used. This framework allows us to in-
teract not only by the way of rigid bodies but
also articulated or deformable structures. In
practice, we are mostly concerned with the use
of non-haptic devices. Nevertheless, along the
paper, we will always pay attention to the com-
patibility issues of haptic devices.
Related work
Our solution relies on the god-object concept
which has originally been imagined by Dworkin
and Zelter [1]. They point out that, due to the
time-discrete simulation and acquisition of the
device state, an object handled by a user exhibits
non-continuous and uncorrelated positions, so
appears to move as if it was controlled by the
”hand of God”. So, they choose to consider this
position as a target that a virtual object wants to
reach but with a limited velocity.
Figure 2: Use of a dynamic rigid god-object to
interface the simulation and the de-
vice. Only the translation part is rep-
resented. The interface can eventually
be haptic (in impedance mode).
This concept was later applied to the control
of haptic devices by Zilles and Salisbury [2] and
named as the virtual proxy method by Ruspini
et al. [3]. The idea is to constrain the position
of a virtual point (the proxy) which targets the
position of the tip of a haptic device. The posi-
tion of the proxy is computed to avoid interpen-
etration with the virtual environment. Moreover,
the feedback force is computed by comparing
the current positions of the proxy and the inter-
face tip. The virtual proxy method has been ex-
tensively used in haptics application. Meyer et
al. [4] showed the versatility of the god-object
method for the design of an architecture dedi-
cated to haptic devices.
We must point out that the proxy position is
usually determined in a static way. That is, for
a given position of the device, the closer posi-
tion which is compatible with the environment
obstacle is computed (by means of optimiza-
tion methods) and applied as the proxy posi-
tion. This method has been adapted by Men-
doza et al. to allow the interaction with a de-
formable body [5]. A static approach can how-
ever lead to discontinuous positions over time.
For more complex manipulated objects or inter-
actions, specific methods must be taken to com-
pute the proxy position. In a way similar to com-
puter animation [6], dynamics is also a conve-
nient approach to control the position of a col-
liding body. Therefore, McNeely et al. [7] use
the laws of motion to compute the position of
a rigid virtual proxy with a complex geometry.
Zhuang and Canny [8] show that dynamics al-
lows the use of finer collision models, which is
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necessary to interact with a deformable body. A
dynamic approach is also used to handle artic-
ulated structures [9, 10], but in these work, the
interface only control the tip of the articulated
body. We therefore propose to generalize the dy-
namic approach and extend it to allow the con-
trol of any complex physical bodies. We con-
sider that the device controls all or only a subset
of the degrees of freedom of the virtual tools,
and let the dynamics deal with the others.
Finally, let us mention that the god-object
method enables the virtual coupling of the hap-
tic device to the simulation [11]. The forces re-
turned to the user are different from the simula-
tion forces but are adapted to the device dynam-
ics and mechanical properties. We also rely on
this method to allow the use of non-haptic de-
vices.
Dynamic god-object
In this section, we describe how the dynamic
god-object method can fulfill our requirements
in the case of a rigid body interaction tool. This
dynamic approach can be presented as a feed-
back control (Fig. 2). So a second order control
is used, which corresponds to the dynamic equa-
tion:

m
d2xgo
dt2
=
∑
F
dIΩgo
dt =
∑
T
dqgo
dt =
1
2Ωgoqgo
(1)
where m is the mass and I the inertia matrix
of the virtual tool, xgo the position of the god-
object, qgo a quaternion representing its orien-
tation, Ωgo its rotational velocity. F and T rep-
resent all the external forces and torques applied
to the god-object, including in particular an at-
traction toward the device position, defined with
xtarget and qtarget. This attraction is based on
the following error measures e(t) and e(r):
{
e(t) = xtarget − xgo
e(r) = qtargetqgo−1
e(r) represents a rotation whose angle is
named α and axis u. We want the god-object
to follow the target position of the device, that
is, we want to minimize the previously defined
errors. A PD control is therefore applied [3]:

Fcoupling = γ
(t)
s
de(t)
dt + k
(t)
s e(t)
Tcoupling = γ
(r)
s (Ωtarget −Ωgo)
+k(r)s αu
(2)
which corresponds to a zero-length damped
spring of stiffness ks and damping γs which
links the position and orientation of the body to
the target. The overall system to solve becomes:

m
d2xgo
dt2
+ γ(t)s
dxgo
dt + k
(t)
s xgo =
γ
(t)
s
dxtarget
dt + k
(t)
s xtarget +
∑
Fcollis
I dΩgodt + γ
(r)
s Ωgo = IΩgo ×Ωgo
+γ(r)s Ωtarget + k
(r)
s αu+
∑
Tcollis
dqgo
dt =
1
2Ωgoqgo
(3)
The solving of these equations is out of the
scope of this paper, but fast and stable tech-
niques exist [12]. These equations make the
position and orientation of the god-object xgo
and qgo follow the state of the target xtarget
and qtarget. When it collides, the god-object
is submitted to forces preventing interpenetra-
tion. These forces disturb this feedback con-
trol and make the god-object and its target dis-
sociate. Depending on the collision, the colli-
sion forces makes the god-object stay blocked
at its position or turn around the obstacle if pos-
sible. The collision responses are obtained from
any techniques such as penalty methods for in-
stance [13]. From the simulation point of view,
the virtual tool behaves as any other dynamic
body in the scene. Note however that a critical
damping must be chosen for γs to provide a fast
and stable feedback. In practice, we choose γs
such that 1.4 ≤ γs√
mks
≤ 2.
The Fig. 2 shows the complete mechanism1.
We can see that the device only provides forces
to the god-object, and not positions. In other
words, we apply an admittance control (send
forces/get positions) to the virtual tools, even
if the device is an impedance one (sends posi-
tions/gets forces) [14]. Naturally, an admittance
1Note that a preliminary version of the scheme used a
first order control loop corresponding to a kinematic
equation of motion ( 1
mp
instead of 1
mp2
), but we found
such feedback control not stable enough.
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haptic device can also be used. In that case,
the haptic interface handles the god-object di-
rectly. That is, the control loop of the device
sends (Ftarget,Ttarget) and gets (xgo,qgo).
Finally, we see on the figure that a force is
provided to the device. In practice, this force
is computed by an equation similar to Eq. (2),
but with different constants (virtual coupling).
Since these values can be 0 as well, no force is
thus sent to the device, and the user does not feel
any haptic feedback. However, the god-object
control loop remains exactly the same, so its be-
havior is not altered and the virtual tools still
takes the obstacles of the environment into ac-
count while it moves. Thus, we keep the same
mechanism even if the device is not haptic. To
summarize, we have shown that this mechanism
is compatible with admittance or impedance,
haptic or non-haptic, device.
Generalized dynamic god-object
As the mechanism relies on the dynamic equa-
tions of motion, we generalize the rigid body ap-
proach to allow the handling of more complex
tools. Our main idea is to couple the degrees
of freedom of the device to the ones of the god-
object. If the god-object owns more degrees of
freedom, they are not controlled by the device
and their values are only determined by the sim-
ulation.
Articulated rigid body
In some applications, the use of devices which
are made of rigid body articulations is needed
(tools for laparoscopy simulation, or the com-
plete PHANToM2 articulation, for instance).
This means that the device sends the position of
all its degrees of freedom (angle for a rotational
link, translation for a sliding link, etc...) to the
workstation. In the virtual environment, we use
a virtual body which owns the same kinematics
and we want to make it follow the movement of
the interface.
The previously presented mechanism remains
compatible, but imposes to rely on a dynamic
model of the articulated virtual body. We sup-
pose that the articulated interface does not ex-
2http://www.sensable.com
hibit loops and the articulation can be repre-
sented as a tree. We thus choose an efficient
yet robust method based on Lagrange multipli-
ers [15]. The Eq. (1) is then written:
(
M −LT
L 0
)(
A
λ
)
=
(
B
E
)
(4)
λ are the lagrange multipliers. M is a matrix
constituted with all the generalized matrix Mi
of each body i of the articulation:
Mi =

mi 0 0 0 0 0
0 mi 0 0 0 0
0 0 mi 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 Ii
0 0 0

with mi the mass and Ii the inertia matrix of
each body i. A is a vector collecting the ac-
celeration Ai =
(
d2xi
dt2
, dΩidt
)
of all the bodies,
where xi is the position of the inertia center and
Ωi the instantaneous rotational velocity. In the
same way, B collects the forces and torques ap-
plied to each body i, Bi = (Fi,Ti).
In Eq. (4), L is the constraint matrix. To com-
pute L and E, every link constraint g(x, x˙, t) =
0 is rewritten using the Baumgarte stabilization
scheme [16]:
d2g
dt2
+
2
∆t
dg
dt
+
1
∆t2
g = 0 (5)
where ∆t is the simulation time step. We
separate all the terms including the acceleration
variables to compute the L matrix while the re-
maining terms form the E vector.
To virtually couple the interface and its corre-
sponding god-object, we link each correspond-
ing bodies of the two articulations with posi-
tional and rotational springs (see Fig. 3). Thus,
coupling terms appear in the Bi vector of each
body:

Fi = γ
(t)
s
(
dxtargeti
dt − dxidt
)
+k(t)s (xtargeti − xi) +
∑
Fcollis
Ti = γ
(r)
s (Ωtargeti −Ωi) + k(r)s αu
+(IiΩi)×Ωi +∑Tcollis
(6)
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The resolution of Eq. (4) is made by decom-
posing the acceleration in two different parts:
the tendency acceleration (At) and the correc-
tion acceleration (Ac) [17]. At aims at de-
termining the acceleration without considering
constraints and Ac represents the correction
needed on the acceleration to take into account
the constraints. We have A = At +Ac.
This way, the system is decomposed into
three equations:

MAt = B
LM−1LTλ = E− LAt
Ac =M−1LTλ
(7)
which are successively solved for At, λ and
Ac. Since each part of the virtual articulated
body tends to reach the position of its corre-
sponding part on the interface, while respecting
the linking constraints, we obtain an adequate
overall movement.
If the interface is haptic, a force-feedback can
be computed. Each rigid body i of the articu-
lated interface undergoes the following forces
and torques which are supplied from the cou-
pling:

Ffeedbacki = γ
(t)
d (
dxi
dt −
dxtargeti
dt )
+k(t)d (xi − xtargeti)
Tfeedbacki = γ
(r)
d (Ωi −Ωtargeti)
−k(r)d αu
(8)
When necessary (depending on the interface
API), these forces and torques can be applied
to the parent body in the articulated body tree
structure:

Fparent+ = Fchild
Tparent+ = Tchild
+(xchild − xparent)× Fchild
(9)
Deformable body
We also propose a way to handle deformable
tools. Since devices usually provide (at most)
three rotations and three translations, we decide
to control the rigid motion of the structure and
let the simulation handle deformations. For that
Figure 3: Articulated Graspers. The graspers
are modeled as an articulated rigid
body whose parts are controled by
the interface (in wireframe). All the
lines represent translational or posi-
tional damped springs.
purpose, it seems convenient to rely on mod-
els based on a rigid component such as [18].
This model consists in a mass/spring surface net
which is connected via zero-length springs to a
rigid body representing the rest shape of the net.
We can first consider that the position of this
rigid component is directly controlled by the de-
vice (the rigid component is the target of the de-
formable shell). However, this can lead to in-
stabilities of the mass net in case of fast move-
ments. Instead, we consider the rigid component
of the deformable model as a simulated virtual
rigid body which aims at reaching the target po-
sition of the device (see Fig. 4). This rigid com-
ponent is similar to a rigid god-object but is not
displayed: Instead, the deformable surface shell
is shown and interacts with the environment.
Results
All the tests presented in this section have been
designed with our dynamic simulator [19]. It
allows the simulation of different physical mod-
els, including rigid and various deformable bod-
ies, as well as articulated bodies (that is rigid or
deformable bodies linked by constraints). The
collisions are handled by penalty methods us-
ing a sphere-based approach. The simulations
are run on a bi-processor Xeon Pentium IV
2.4GHz 512Mb and use an implicit Euler inte-
gration. Videos can be found at the following
url: http://www.lifl.fr/∼meseure/GODOBJECT.
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Figure 4: A deformable god-object. From right
to left, we find the device position,
the rigid component of the deformable
god-object and the deformable body
(filled with grey). This last is built
with a mass/spring net which is linked
to the rigid body.
In our first example, the virtual environment
is a construction game. In Fig. 5, we show that
it is not convenient that the interface controls
directly the position of a block. This leads to
collisions with other blocks or the board, which
make the solving of the dynamics not stable. In
Fig. 6, we use our generic interface. We have
used the mouse as a non-haptic device, but the
same simulation could have been done with a
haptic device. We notice that the handled block
movement always respects the integrity of the
simulation environment, even if the user has fol-
lowed a trajectory which passes through obsta-
cles. In that case, the god-object is blocked at
its place or tries to turn around the obstacle. An-
other advantage of the god-object can be used in
such applications. By changing the virtual body
that is used as a god-object, we provide a con-
venient way to select which tools the user wants
to handle. This implies that, at certain moments,
the interface does not control any virtual objects.
The computation time of a simulation step takes
from 4 to 8ms (depending on the number of col-
lisions).
For the design of our laparoscopy simulator,
we have represented the surgical graspers as a
hierarchical articulated rigid body (see Fig. 3).
The trochar moves around a fixed point (the
insertion point inside the cavity). Its transla-
Figure 5: A virtual lego using a position-
based approach. The position of the
dark block is imposed by the user
and deeply penetrates the light block
whose simulation becomes instable.
Figure 6: A virtual lego using god-object. The
same position of the device as Fig. 5 is
maintained but the dark block is simu-
lated as a god-object and respects the
environment.
tions and the rotation around its main axis are
blocked. Its movement is reduced to the combi-
nation of two rotations. The tube of the instru-
ment slides through the trochar, so only trans-
lates along and turns around its main axis. The
graspers or forceps can only open/close at the
tip of the tube. However, the articulation does
not exhibit enough rigidity. When in contact
with an organ, the graspers tend to (easily) open
wider, whereas a backward movement of the
tube is expected instead. To get a high rigidity
of the graspers position, we choose not to simu-
late them as rigid bodies but instead impose their
overture. In Fig. 7, only the trochar and the tube
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are actually simulated. The resulting tool moves
as expected to reach the position of the interface,
turning around organs or obstacles if necessary
and possible.
Due to the complexity of articulated body
resolution, the computation time of a simula-
tion step is from 10 to 20ms according to the
arisen collisions. These timings imply that our
model of laparoscopic tools exhibits a high la-
tency which can disturb the user. Thus, a high
computing power is required to reduce this la-
tency. It is even more needed if a haptic de-
vice is used. Indeed, if the virtual object moves
slowly because of the simulation high computa-
tion time, the user feels as if the virtual tool is
”heavy” (where as it is only ”slow”). Some spe-
cific optimizations and the use of faster worksta-
tions are likely to address this problem, but we
want to point out that the simulation speed is a
critical parameter.
Finally, some tests have been done to vali-
date the approach for deformable bodies (see
Fig 8). Compared to the rigid body interaction,
deformations are first computed before the god-
object actually turns around an obstacle. Natu-
rally, a more realistic model of deformable body
should be used, but we implemented this ap-
proach more as a proof of concept than for a real
application.
Perspectives
In this paper, we have shown that the god-object
method is a versatile tool to drive both hap-
tic and non-haptic devices. First, it provides a
generic architecture: The position provided by a
device is transformed to forces sent to a virtual
object, whose behavior is computed by the laws
of dynamics. When the virtual object can not
reach the desired position, feedback forces are
computed, which the device is free to exploit or
not. Second, virtual objects are controlled via
forces and no position is imposed to them. The
virtual manipulated objects are forced to remain
consistent with regards to the environment. This
dynamic approach allows the extension of the
god-object method to more complex interaction
tools such as articulated and deformable bodies.
We have implemented this system successfully
for the control of surgical tools in a virtual en-
Figure 7: God-object graspers. The position of
the interface is shown in wireframe
and heavily collides the uterus while
the god-object stays in contact.
Figure 8: Deformable god-object. The position
of the interface is shown in wireframe.
vironment and use it in our laparoscopy simula-
tor. However, since no constraints are imposed
to the motion of the device, the user can keep an
impossible position of the virtual tool. It can be
a drawback in certain applications: The learning
of a certain gesture in a pedagogic simulator, for
instance. So we plan to compensate the lack of
haptic feedback by another sensorial way. Nat-
urally, the use of visual and/or audio effects can
be used. An illusion of haptic feedback [20]
would maybe be more appropriate but new ap-
proaches need to be found for absolute-position
devices.
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